
Aether Catalyst Solutions, Inc. Announces
Shipping of Catalyst to JDA Partner
Burnaby, British Columbia--(Newsfile Corp. - September 5, 2023) - Aether Catalyst Solutions, Inc.
(CSE: ATHR) (FSE:2QZ) ("ATHR" or the "Company") is pleased to announce that it has shipped the
first batch of catalyst for integration with our development partner's innovative catalyst substrate.

Shipment of the catalyst material took longer than expected due to the need to synthesize the catalyst in
a form and quantity outside our typical operating parameters. The synthesis process was scaled up
nearly 100 times. In order to meet technical specifications outlined by our development partner; Aether
had to acquire new equipment and develop entirely new procedures to reach the target quality metrics.
Aether now has the capability to synthesize the catalyst of interest in a form and of a quality that is
considered compatible with our partner's process requirements. We anticipate development activities
proceeding more fluidly in the future.

Our partner will integrate the catalyst into its substrate, perform various characterization analyses, and
then ship the product back to Aether for testing in our reactor. Once this initial calibration and
benchmarking phase is completed, the refinement process will begin, with the end goal being an
automotive part.

Taylor Procyk, Aether's COO, states, "The team put in a lot of hard work over the last few months to get
here. The challenges are always significant when any kind of scale-up is involved. It's very exciting to be
taking the first steps in a project with such high potential."

ABOUT THE COMPANY:

Aether Catalyst Solutions, Inc. is focused on providing an order of magnitude cost reduction in
automotive catalytic converter catalyst, while meeting, or exceeding government emission standards.
Aether is working to quickly advance its technology through rapid screening of new materials directed at
enhancing end of life conversion levels after accelerated aging. While Aether's primary focus has been
automotive applications, the company is also developing catalysts to address small motors emissions -
a significant contributor to urban air pollution.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

Aether Catalyst Solutions, Inc.
Paul Woodward
President
Tel: 604 690-3797
http://www.aethercatalyst.com

The Canadian Securities Exchange ("CSE") or any other securities regulatory authority has not reviewed
and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this management prepared news
release.
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To view the source version of this press release, please visit
https://www.newsfilecorp.com/release/179535
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